ABSTRACT. An accurate and simple technique for plasma boundary determination in a tokamak from external magnetic measurements is described. The method uses the filamentary current model of the plasma current profile, optimized to comply with the requirement of 1 cm accuracy in the determination of the plasma boundary in ITER. An error analysis is performed by numerical simulation of the ITER plasma configuration. The conclusion is that the method can provide this accuracy provided that the level of relative measurement errors can be kept below 1%.
INTRODUCTION
The present work was stimulated by the problem of accurate and fast plasma boundary determination in ITER. Rather high requirements are formulated in the ITER project [1, 2] with respect both to the accuracy (1 cm) and to the time resolution (10 ms) in the plasma boundary determination for real time position and shape control. The required accuracy conflicts with the condition that the sensors will be placed inside the vacuum vessel, at large distances (≥1 m) from the plasma boundary. Closer sensor positioning inside the blanket and divertor is also planned; but it is a serious technical problem to guarantee sensor reliability in this case for the full lifetime of the machine, because of high neutron and gamma irradiation.
In this article, we present a thorough analysis of the current filament method to comply with the strict requirements of plasma boundary determination in ITER, including a systematic and complete discussion of the effect of errors.
The current filament (CF) method is one of the most frequently applied for plasma boundary determination in tokamaks (for magnetic diagnostic methods in tokamaks see review [3] ; ITER related problems are discussed in Ref. [4] ). A set of filamentary currents is used in the CF method to model the magnetic field generated by the plasma currents. The method was first published in Ref. [5] and * Permanent affiliation: IPP, NSC Kharkov Institute of Physics and Technology, Kharkov, Ukraine.
then investigated by other authors (see, for example, Refs [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] ). In the work [5] , semi-arbitrary filament positions were used. However, numerical simulations show that optimization of the positions of the filaments is necessary [9, 10] to obtain the high model accuracy required for ITER, and optimization of the model flexibility is also important when measurement errors are taken into account. The application of the CF method for the present ITER magnetic configuration was presented briefly in Ref. [10] , as a report on the Toki Conference on Fusion Plasma Diagnostics (1995) .
The method uses two versions of the CF model with different types of free parameters. The first model has fixed filament positions, and the filament currents are free parameters. We call this version the fixed current filament (FCF) method. The second model has fixed currents in all filaments, and the coordinates of the filaments are free parameters. This version is called the variable current filament (VCF) method. The advantage of the VCF method is its high flexibility, i.e. universality with respect to the plasma shape and position; however, a large amount of calculation is required because the problem is nonlinear in this case. Therefore, the main application of the VCF method is to the calculation of optimum filament positions for the FCF method. It can be recommended also as the proper method for plasma boundary determination in the startup phase of discharges, when the plasma position and minor radius change substantially but the plasma shape is relatively simple; in this case, one to three filaments only are sufficient for an accurate determination. The linear, non-iterative FCF method is recommended for the stationary phase of the discharge with the divertor plasma configuration. The filament positions are optimized, using the VCF method, for some (basic) equilibrium magnetic configuration. Then the filament currents of the FCF method provide a sufficient number of free parameters to satisfy the required model accuracy in the case of a small deviation of the magnetic configuration from the basic configuration.
In addition to filament position, the model flexibility and sensor characteristics can be optimized using available data on measurement errors. The existence of an optimum model flexibility is due to the ill-posedness of this problem, which can be classified as a Cauchy boundary problem for an elliptic equation, which is now well understood [3] . A unique solution of the problem exists, but it can be unstable with respect to small errors in input data (measurement errors). Two approaches exist to provide the stable and the most accurate solution from the model flexibility optimization. The first approach is truncation, i.e. a decrease in the number of free parameters. The second approach is damping, i.e. regularization of a solution (Tikhonov's regularization [11] ). The optimum model flexibility depends on the measurement errors. The error in the boundary determination caused by measurement errors is also sensitive to the characteristics of the sensor set, the distance between sensors and plasma boundary being the most important of them.
The accuracy of this technique has been studied by numerical simulations for ITER plasma configurations. The results obtained indicate that the optimized CF method provides the required accuracy in boundary determination, the condition for this being a sufficiently low level of the relative measurement errors, i.e. less than 1%.
The FCF and VCF methods are described in Section 2, and there is a discussion about the error analysis in Section 3. The summary and conclusion are presented in Section 4.
OPTIMIZED CURRENT FILAMENT MODEL
In the CF method, the axisymmetric vacuum poloidal magnetic field generated by the plasma current is modelled by the flux function
where
r j , z j and I j are the co-ordinates and current of the jth filament, respectively, N f is the number of filaments, and K(k 2 ) and E(k 2 ) are the complete elliptical integrals of the first and second kind, respectively. Both filament currents and co-ordinates can be chosen as free parameters of the model.
The total vacuum magnetic field includes also the component Ψ e produced by poloidal field coils, Ψ = Ψ p + Ψ e . We take Ψ e as known and subtract it from the sensor signals.
The external magnetic measurements give the following system of algebraic equations for the free parameters:
where y i is the value of the ith measurement of the quantity y made by the sensor located at the point (r i , z i ), M is the number of measurements and G ij is a known function of the co-ordinates. A necessary condition for the solution is M ≥ N , where N is the number of free parameters. After evaluation of the free parameters, the plasma boundary is determined from the algebraic equation Ψ(r, z) = Ψ b , where
, and (r L , z L ) and (r X , z X ) are the co-ordinates of limiter and X point of the separatrix, respectively.
The FCF method
This is a linear, non-iterative technique taking the filament currents I j as free parameters with all filament co-ordinates fixed. The required accuracy of the model is obtained by optimizing the co-ordinates of the filaments for the basic configuration, using the VCF method. To control the model flexibility at a fixed value of N f , we use an additional model truncation by combining neighbouring filaments in N g filament groups, N g ≤ N f ; Eq. (4) is rewritten in the form
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where I j is the current in each filament of the jth group, (r jk , z jk ) are co-ordinates of kth filament of the jth group and N g is the number of groups,
The number of free parameters, I j , is N = N g . They are calculated to minimize the cost function
where y ci is the calculated value of the ith measurement and σ yi is the standard error of the ith measurement. The second term provides the regularization (damping), where α, I 0j and σ Ij are constants; we set I 0j to the value of the jth filamentary current used in the VCF method when optimum filament positions are calculated and set σ Ij to a measure for the dispersion of the values of I j . Then α is a regularization parameter.
The VCF method
In the VCF method, the co-ordinates are free parameters of model (1) and the currents of all filaments are fixed,
In general, the currents I j can be chosen with different values and, obviously, the calculated positions of the filaments depend on the specification of the current distribution among the filaments. The number of free parameters in the VCF method is N = 2N f . Given the M measurements y i (r i , z i ), the system (4) gives a set of M non-linear equations for the 2N f unknowns, corresponding to the co-ordinates of the filaments; in general M > 2N f . We solve this system of equations in a least squares sense using Newton iterations. Let us suppose that at some iteration k, the co-ordinates of the filaments are given by (r 
The variations ∆r k j and ∆z k j are determined from the condition of minimization of the cost function
Then, the positions of the filaments for the next iteration are given by
In Eq. (8), the second term on the right hand side provides regularization (damping), and σ lj are weighting constants. We find that this scheme converges rather rapidly, even if the initial positions of the filaments are chosen outside the plasma region.
NUMERICAL SIMULATION
The accuracy of the method has been studied by numerical simulations for the ITER tokamak. A free boundary equilibrium code, based on the integral equation method [12, 13] , is used to generate plasma equilibria as well as input data for the boundary reconstruction code, namely, field values at sensor locations and currents in the poloidal field coils. An optimal filament set for the FCF method can be found from the numerical simulation by the VCF method.
The average error ∆ b in the plasma boundary determination is calculated as the RMS distance,
between the reconstructed boundary and the exact one given by the equilibrium code. In Eq. (10) ∆(l) is the local error as a function of the co-ordinate l on the plasma boundary contour L p . With random measurement errors (we use a normal distribution with zero mean for these errors), the numerical experiment is repeated n times and the standard error σ b is calculated, i.e. σ b = (n
, n 1 (usually, we employ n = 200 in the calculations). In most of the simulations, we use the random measurement errors in the form where
and y 0i is the exact value of the ith measurement given by the equilibrium code, i.e. δ y is the standard measurement error normalized to the RMS value of measured quantities of the same type. with zero mean; in this case, the resulting error has, approximately, the form
The error behaviour is well understood for this inverse ill-posed problem. The error σ 
The VCF method
Examples of the VCF method simulation are shown in Fig. 1 . Here we indicate ( Fig. 1(d) ) possible versions of sensor locations in the vacuum vessel and blanket and special points of the plasma boundary which can be used for plasma position and shape control by the control of special point positions.
The simulations shown in Fig. 1 use the same currents in the filaments, I j = I p /N f . In this case, the iterative process is stable with respect to the initial co-ordinates of the filaments; they can all even be chosen outside the unknown plasma region. For a sufficiently large number of the filaments, their positions correspond to some toroidal surface, which we call the control surface. The control surface tends to the plasma boundary when N f increases. In the absence of measurement errors, the solution is stable with respect to calculation errors up to N f ≈ 20 (N = 40). Regularization is necessary for higher N to provide numerical stability. According to the discharge scenario, the plasma boundary changes at the startup from a circular one, with a small minor radius, to a single null divertor configuration. Accordingly, the number of filaments required for σ s b < 1 cm accuracy changes from 1 in Fig. 1(a) to 5 in Figs 1(c,d) .
The dependence of the boundary reconstruction error on the number of filaments in the VCF method is presented in Fig. 2 for the divertor configuration. Formula (12) for the resulting error shows agreement with numerical simulations as well as a linear dependence on the measurement error δ y . One can see from Fig. 2 that there is no sense in using a model with
The VCF method can be recommended for the plasma boundary determination at the startup of a discharge when the plasma position and minor radius change substantially, but its shape is rather simple, so that one to three filaments only are sufficient for accurate boundary determination, as can be seen in Figs 1(a,b) . This method is also used for calculations of the optimum positions of the current filaments for the FCF method.
The FCF method
The FCF method uses filament sets optimized in their positions for some configuration Ψ 0 (r, z) chosen as the basic one from the reference ITER scenario; we use here the start of burn (SOB) configuration. The optimum filament co-ordinates are calculated by the VCF method with δ y = 0. Figure 3 shows the error behaviour for the FCF method. The set of filaments is presented in Fig. 1(d) . In the case of the basic configuration ( Fig. 3(a) ), the error of the method is determined by measurement errors and σ The FCF model flexibility is not so great as that of the VCF method, and this is its disadvantage when the reconstructed magnetic configurations differ substantially from the basic configuration. An example is presented in Fig. 3(b) . The model inaccuracy is the main effect at small values of N and δ y , i.e. the error σ minimum resulting error. In Table I , we present the error σ s b for different plasma configurations, i.e. for the basic configuration Ψ 0 and other cases obtained by changing l i , β p and the RMS distance from the boundary of the basic configuration. The model inaccuracy is most sensitive to a decrease of the parameter l i (configuration Ψ 1 ); the effect of beta poloidal (Ψ 2 ) is weaker as well as the effect of the plasma boundary deviation (Ψ 3 ).
It is possible to improve the FCF model flexibility, i.e. to decrease the systematic error at fixed N f , using different (but still fixed) filament currents in the determination of optimum filament positions by the VCF method. A change of the current distribution among the filaments in the VCF method leads to a change of filament positions and thus to a change of the model flexibility. An example of such an approach is presented in Fig. 3 . Taking the filament positions calculated by the VCF method, the filaments were combined in two groups, N 1 = 3 and N 2 = 7, with different filament currents, I 1 = 0.2I 2 . The first group of filaments includes three bottom filaments. A decrease of the currents in these filaments leads to an elongation of the control surface. One can see a substantial improvement in the model accuracy (Fig. 3(b) ), but simultaneously an increase of the effect of the measurement errors (Fig. 3(a) ). At N = 10, the resulting error decreases if δ y < 1%.
We conclude that different models can be used for the divertor configuration diagnostics, depending on the experimental situation. The less flexible models with low N have an advantage with respect to accuracy for the case of a relatively small deviation of the configuration from the basic configuration and large measurement errors. The more flexible models with higher N are preferable for the case of a large deviation of the configuration from the basic configuration and small measurement errors. Now we consider the effects of the choice of parameters that define the sensor set on the error σ (Fig. 1(d) ), two component (B r , B z ), tangential (B τ ) and normal (B n ) magnetic probes, and partial flux loops (PFLs), as the sensor types, and three types of random measurement error. Two of these are related to values of the measured quantities; we use them in the form
where 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1. The condition γ = 1 gives the measurement error of the first type in the form of Eq. (11); it is equal for all sensors of the same type. The value γ = 0 gives the error of the second type, which is proportional to the measured signal of the ith sensor. The RMS value of the measurement errors does not depend on γ, σ y = (M
The measurement error of the third type is the same for all sensors independently of their type. Table II The normal (B n ) magnetic probes and partial flux loops have advantages in the cases of the first and second types of measurement error. The case of the third type of measurement error is shown in Table II   Table II for magnetic probes; we use in the B τ and B n measurements the same value of the measurement errors as that in the case of the γ = 1, (B r , B z ) measurements. One can see that the B n measurements give the largest error σ m b in this case.
In plasma boundary measurements, some special points of the plasma boundary are the subject of interest for plasma shape and position control in ITER [1, 2, 4] . According to simulations, the local boundary standard deviation calculated as σ l (l) = {n
changes substantially as a function of the co-ordinate l. In Table III , we show local errors for the points 1 to 5 ( Fig. 1(d) ), and also for the X point and the r out and z top points of the plasma boundary. One can see that both error components differ for these points; nevertheless, the average error σ b can be accepted as a measure for the average accuracy of the method.
On increasing the values of the parameters N and δ y , a numerical instability in the plasma boundary calculations is observed as a result of the ill-posedness of this inverse problem. A more detailed analysis shows that this instability is connected with the large filament current dispersion caused by the measurement errors. To better understand this phenomenon, the error propagation, δ y → δ m j → σ m b , has been investigated for the basic configuration. In this case, the current dispersion defined as
NUCLEAR FUSION, Vol. 38, No. 12 (1998) (Table I) Fig. 6 . We conclude that damping is somewhat advantageous with respect to accuracy. The advantage of the truncation is its higher speed because of the decrease of the model dimension N .
To better understand the results of numerical simulations, it is useful to discuss the analogous problem in the straight cylinder geometry. We suppose that the exact magnetic field has the form B 0 (ρ) = µ 0 I p /2πρ, ρ ≥ a. An exact boundary is the surface ρ = a. B ϑ measurements are performed by M magnetic probes located on the circle ρ = b, b > a, with random error σ B . For simplicity, we use the surface current model,
instead of the current filaments; ρ = c is the radius of the control surface, c < a; the number of free para-
Then the reconstructed magnetic field has the form (Fig. 1(c) ), and only the error δ m j is sensitive to this parameter, as can be seen from Fig. 4 and Eq. (18)).
In the considerations above, we take Ψ e as known and subtract it from the sensor signals. This means that errors in the Ψ e determination are included in the measurement errors. It is necessary to take into account these kinds of error separately when the plasma boundary is calculated from the equation Ψ p + Ψ e = Ψ b . To estimate this effect, we suppose a random error in the coil currents of the form σ 
SUMMARY
We have presented an extensive discussion of the optimized CF method for accurate and fast plasma boundary determination in ITER. A set of filamentary currents is used to model the field produced by the plasma current. Two versions of the FC method are explored, the FCF and the VCF methods, which differ by the choice of free parameters used. In the FCF method a linear model is used with filament currents as free parameters, whereas in the VCF method a non-linear model is used with filament co-ordinates as free parameters. The FCF method is recommended for the stationary phase of a discharge with divertor plasma configuration. The VCF method is used for calculation of the optimum positions of the current filaments for the FCF method; it is also recommended for the plasma boundary determination at the startup of a discharge when the plasma position and minor radius change substantially, but its shape is rather simple, so that one to three filaments only are sufficient for an accurate boundary determination.
An error analysis is performed by numerical simulations for the ITER divertor configuration. Two components of the average error σ b in the boundary determination, the systematic error σ 12 (1998) parameter number (truncation) and Tikhonov's regularization (damping), have been compared. The damping shows a stronger effect on optimization of the accuracy of the method.
